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The SAE Recommended Practice 51802, Brake Block Effectiveness Rating [I], has the 
purpose of establishing a uniform procedure for determination and classificatiorl of brake 
effectiveness for commercial vehicle brakes. The practice provides a means to chara.cterize the 
friction properties of tmck brake lining materials in a representative S-cam brake. However, the 
test has been found to exhibit an unacceptably large range of variability in the implied friction 
coefficient for the lining. It has been postulated that some of the variability arises from factors 
within the brakes that are used for the test-specifically, dimensional tolerances, and possibly 
friction in the moving parts. 
The University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute has been funded to conduct a 
project for the Heavy Duty Brake Manufacturers Council (HDBMC) that would develop a model 
for an S-cam brake and conduct a sensitivity study to determine the variation in measured lining 
coefficient as a function of the geometric and friction properties of the brake. 
The S-cam brake model developed under this work calculates brake torque for a specified 
set of geometry, friction properties, and constant input air chamber force. It assumes that the brake 
is in a state of equilibrium defined by equalized wear rates on the leading and trailing shoe linings. 
The lining-shoe structure is the only mechanically compliant element and asymmetry is allowed. 
The cam acts as the distributor of input force to each shoe. The model assumes that equilibrium is 
reached through sufficient differential wear of the leading and trailing shoe linings, given an initial 
weartclearance dimension for the trailing shoe lining. Each input force level defines a unique 
equilibrium condition (assuming no changes to the brake geometry or its frictional properties). For 
each specified input force, the model seeks an equilibrium condition consistent with the prescribed 
geometry and friction properties such that the wear rates of the leading and trailing shoe linings are 
equalized. At equilibrium, the leading and trailing shoes contribute equal amounts of torque. 
The parameter sensitivity findings indicate that a potentially significant sourc'e of torque 
variability is related to possible offsets between the drum turning axis and the spidertshoe assembly 
centerline. Offsets between these axes can produce significant shifts in the lining pressure 
distributions of both shoes, thereby altering each shoe's brake factor. This is particularly 
significant for the leading shoe, which tends to affect torque production more due to its higher self- 
energizing gain. 
Other significant factors include beari.ng and roller pin friction. Depending upon the 
amount of lubrication, if any, torque variations can be significant. For example, bearing and roller 
pin friction levels in the range of 0.1 - 0.2 can reduce brake torque output as much as 117% versus 
its idealized frictionless counterpart. 
The shape of the cam profile is also a potential contributor to brake torque variations. 
Movement of the cam center has little effect on torque variation, but does contribute significantly to 
the amount of differential lining wear between the leading and trailing shoes. 
Asymmetry in the effective stiffness of the lining and shoe elements (leading versus 
trailing) also contributes significantly to differential lining wear. As noted in the report, differential 
lining wear can be a primary source of non-stationary brake effectiveness. 
The remaining geometric parameters are more weakly associated with comparable levels of 
brake torque variation. However, depending on the amount of potential variation in a particular 
parameter, significant torque variations may still be possible. 
The issue of torque effectiveness variability and its relationship to the SAE 51802 
Recommended Practice is also addressed. Since the 51802 burnish procedure acts as a mechanism 
for achieving (or approaching) equilibrium, the subsequent effectiveness sequence that requires 
testing at other pressures, may cause the brake to be no longer at, or near, equilibrium. If 
differential wear exists at equilibrium, this can result in significant changes in torque effectiveness, 
as defined by the 51802 recommended practice. Under these conditions, if the brake reaches true 
equilibrium during burnish, the initial stops at pressures of 10, 15 psi, etc. may involve unusual 
leading shoe-drum contact due to the existing differential lining wear. The brake would then 
exhibit a lower- or higher-than-expected effectiveness (relative to its equilibrium condition at low 
pressures). Likewise, at higher-than-burnish pressures (45, 50 psi), the brake is also not in 
equilibrium and the leading shoe is under- or over-involved depending upon the differential wear 
state at burnish. This also results in a change in effectiveness relative to equilibrium at the higher 
pressures. At any non-equilibrium pressure, the S-cam brake seeks equilibrium through the 
differential wear process of both linings. However, unless enough stops are performed at a fixed 
pressure to achieve the necessary equilibrium wear rate, the brake effectiveness will be gradually 
changing. Most variations in brake geometry or structural stiffnesses, away from the idealized 
symmetric brake, contribute to differential wear. 
Recommendations for extending the existing model to include lining wear properties are 
also suggested. This would permit more extensive examination and analysis of the lining wear 
process (over time) during a test sequence such as 51802. The extended model would be time and 
wear dependent and thereby would be more applicableluseful for predicting and analyzing likely S- 
cam brake torque production during sequential brake applications, as occur in specific brake test 
procedures or vehicle tests. 
Determining the Sensitivities of an S-Cam Brake 
Introduction 
The SAE Recommended Practice 51802, Brake Block Effectiveness Rating [I], has the 
purpose of establishing a uniform procedure for determination and classificatior~ of brake 
effectiveness for commercial vehicle brakes. The practice provides a means to characterize the 
friction properties of truck brake lining materia.1~ in a representative S-cam brake. However, the 
test has been found to exhibit an unacceptably large range of variability in the implied friction 
coefficient for the lining. It has been postulated that some of the variability arises from factors 
within the brakes that are used for the test-specifically, dimensional tolerances, and possibly 
friction in the moving parts. 
The University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute has been funded to conduct a 
project for the Heavy Duty Brake Manufacturers Council (HDBMC) that would develop a model 
for an S-cam brake and conduct a sensitivity study to determine the variation in measured lining 
coefficient as a function of the geometric and friction properties of the brake. 
Features and Description of Basic Equilibrium Model 
Figure 1 describes the basic features and geometry of the S-cam brake. The brake is 
comprised of leading and trailing shoes that pivot about fixed centers of rotation when aictivated by 
the rotating S-cam. The torque input to the cam is provided by an air chamber force acting on the 
slack adjuster arm. Given this basic geometry and certain frictional quantities within the described 
assembly, the model calculates a torque output corresponding to a specified input torque acting on 
the cam. The calculation assumes a state of eauilibrium for the brake at which leading imd trailing 
shoe linings are wearing at the same rate. That is, differential lining wear may exist between the 
leading and trailing shoes at equilibrium, but their respective wear rates are equalized. 
The brake calculation starts from some initial position with specified shoe-drum clearances 
for the leading and trailing shoes. The leading shoe clearancelwear is then iteratively adjusted to 
bring the brake into the defined equilibrium condition. 
Figure 1 depicts a rigid circular drum of radius r surrounding leading and trailing shoes 
that are also treated as rigid. Linings on each shoe are assumed to be compliant and have a 
specified friction coefficient. Shoe rollers of radius dr and corresponding roller pins 'with radius 
dp transmit actuator forces Fa from the cam to the shoe. (The ' primed quantities seen iin the figure 
refer to the trailing shoe counterparts of corresponding dimensions seen on the leading ,shoe.) The 
actuator forces are assumed to act on the rollers at an angle a. The shoes pivot about centers 
located at distances b and c from the brake X-Y origin (spider center). The centerline of each roller 
is located at dimensions a and d from the pivot centers. The shoe pivot radius is dimension dpv. 
Figure 1. Geometry of the S-Cam Brake Model (not to scale). 
The drag force Fd and normal force Fn acting on each shoe are located at centers of pressure P 
above the X-axis. The cam rotation is in the same direction as the drum. 
In addition, friction is assumed to be present at the cam shaft bearing, the roller pins, and at 
the shoe pivot pin locations. The drum can be offset from the spider X-Y center by amounts Ax 
and Ay. Likewise, the cam center of rotation is also located by offsets from the X-Y' origin by 
dimension xc and yc. The cam geometry is specified by an initial minimum cam .radius and 
specified Archimedes geometry, rc = rcO + key, that defines cam radius, rc, at any cam angle, y. 
The initial cam radius is rcO and k is the linear rate of change of cam radius with ca.m angular 
rotation y. These and other model parameters are defined further in Appendices A and C. 
The angular parameter a that locates the direction of the actuation force on the roller is 
obtained through iterative numerical calculations that solve for the equilibrium condition of the 
brake's moving parts - cam angular rotation and displacement of the shoes. Thc: center of 
pressure parameter, p, is obtained from a pressure distribution calculation that rotates each shoe 
about its pivot into the drum to obtain arcs of conflict that define the required lining compression 
profile. This profile is then numerically integrated to obtain its centroid or effective center of 
pressure at which the total shoe forces are assumed to act. 
No temperature, wheel speed, or lining-pressure influences are present in the model. 
Equal Displacement Mechanism 
A defining feature of the S-cam brake is the force actuation mechanism. It is essentially an 
equal displacement device. Since the cam center of rotation is fixed, forces transmitted to the shoe 
rollers must do so at more or less equal distances. The force actuation mechanism does not "float" 
allowing equal shoe forces to necessarily develop. Thus, the cam brake develops actuation forces 
acting on the shoe rollers as a result of the equal displacement properties of the cam -- not equal 
forces, as occurs in wedge type or other floating actuation mechanisms. Consequenltly, a force 
imbalance will normally develop across the cam shaft bearing during ordinary operating 
conditions, and is further modified as unequal (differential) lining wear occurs between the leading 
and trailing shoes. 
Actuator Friction 
Load-dependent coulomb friction is present in the bearing, roller, and shoe pivot locations. 
Any increased loads imposed on these points will also increase the friction losses. Since the S-cam 
brake develops significant force imbalances across the cam bearing as described above, additional 
friction losses at the bearing location are incurred as a result. The inputs to the model are the 
assumed material friction coefficients (e.g., steel on steel) at each location. These are then adjusted 
internally by the model to account for mechanical gains deriving from the specific component 
geometry. For example, the influence of roller pin friction is to reduce available input force to the 
brake shoes. However, since the cam force acting on the roller is resisted by the friction force 
acting at the smaller radius pin location, the pin friction value input to the model is effectively 
reduced by the ratio of the pin and roller diameters - thereby lessening its diminishing influence 
on input force [4]. Similar treatments are applied to the cam shaft bearing friction and the shoe 
pivot friction locations. (The net result for the nominal SAE 51802 brake geometry is that the 
actual frictional loss contributed by the bearing friction is about 85% of its input value; the roller 
pin friction contribution is about 45% of its input value; and the pivot pin friction is about 4%.) 
These reduced or "adjusted" friction values are those used in subsequent equations or expressions 
containing friction coefficients. 
Dtrerential Lining Wear 
New (or equal-thickness) linings, that produce approximately equal displacements to drum 
contact, can initially produce higher drag forces on one shoe relative to the other. This can be due 
to a variety of reasons including asymmetry in geometry or structural stiffnesses. If the drag and 
normal forces on the leading shoe exceed those on the trailing shoe, a higher wear rate will occur 
initially on the leading shoe lining. As a result, the leading shoe lining thickness will decrease at a 
faster rate than the trailing shoe lining. The leading shoe actuation force from the cam will also 
correspondingly diminish further because of the fixed cam (equal displacement) restriction and the 
accompanying loss of spring force from the diminished lining thickness. As differential lining 
wear proceeds, additional actuator force imbalances develop across the cam. For a fixed input 
torque on the cam, the leading shoe wear will eventually reach a level at which its wear is equal 
to that of the trailing shoe wear rate. At this point, the drag and normal forces acting on both shoes 
will be equalized. This condition is defined in the model as the "equilibrium condition." From this 
point on, the leading and trailing shoes will wear at the same rate despite having different amounts 
of respective wear, as long as the input force and the lining friction coefficient remain unchanged. 
Both shoes contribute equal amounts of brake torque at this point. 
Each equilibrium condition also determines the ratio of actuator forces acting on the cam 
rollers, referred to as p (O<p<l), where p = Fa 1 Fa', the ratio of leading to trailing shoe actuator 
forces. (p is 1.0 for brakes having wedge-type or floating actuator mechanisms). For an S-cam, 
p typically lies in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 and primarily depends on lining friction coefficient and on 
brake geometry [Appendix C]. 
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Figure 2. Allocation of Input Force to Each Shoe vs. Roller (Cam) Disp~lacement. 
,Shoe Forces at Equilibrium 
To help further illustrate the equilibrium condition, Figure 2 shows a graph of' how input 
air chamber force is distributed between the leading and trailing shoes as rollerlcam displacement 
changes about equilibrium. For a specified average input force, F*, and initial trailing shoe 
clearancelwear, ljT, an equilibrium condition exists at a rollerlcam displacement of 61'. The top 
solid line shows the trailing shoe actuator + frictional force requirement increasing linearly from an 
initial clearancelwear offset of $. This line represents the amount of input forceltorque allocated to 
the trailing shoe under equilibrium conditions. The slope of this line is K2(1+pR'+pB+pp3), where 
K2 includes the stiffness of the lining-shoe elements and a self-energizing gain factor. pB is the 
cam bearing friction, pR' is the trailing shoe roller friction, and b' is the corresponding trailing 
shoe pivot friction. (The friction coefficients referred to here and elsewhere correspond to the 
"adjusted" friction coefficients derived internally from the roller/pin/cam component geometry and 
their respective steel-on-steel, or equivalent, input values.) The lower solid line shows the leading 
shoe actuator t frictional force requirement starting from its clearancelwear value of aL. The 
position of this line is defined by 6L which is calculated by the model given a specified $, F*, K1, 
K2, and p. The slope of this line is Kl(l+pR-pB+pP), where K1 includes the stiffness of the 
lining-shoe elements and the self-energizing gain factor of the leading shoe. pR is the leading shoe 
roller friction and pp is the corresponding leading shoe pivot friction. The two inner lines 
correspond to the non-friction elastic force components, K1(8*-6T) and K2(6*-6L), needed to 
compress the lining and balance self-energizing drag forces. The 6* equilibrium value is the 
rotation angle of the cam that results in deflections (cam-rise) of the two rollers such that their 
average force value is equal to F* and that the ratio of the elastic shoe actuator forces, F T e L o ,  is 
equal to p.  These two constraints define the basic assumptions of the model, namely, (1) a 
forceltorque balance across the cam (air chamber force input = frictional force losses + shoe 
actuator elastic forces) and (2) equalized wear rates of the linings at equilibrium and the equal 
displacement property of the cam actuator, or, FLO = p FTO. 
Figure 2 is instructive because it shows graphically how the leading shoe clearancelwear, 
pL, must change as F* varies over some range. (The diagram holds for a specified set of brake 
geometry, bearing/roller/pivot friction, and lining friction.) If F* increases, the two shoe force 
lines on this specific diagram must spread further apart (implying more wear on the leading shoe 
lining) in order to satisfy the two constraints that require (1) that F* is equal to the average of the 
two shoes forces, and (2 )  the ratio ofthe elastic forces is equal to p. If F* decreases, 6L must be 
smaller (or 6T must increase) moving the two lines closer together in order to likewise satisfy these 
equilibrium constraints. (An increased &,. implies a temporarily higher differential wear rate on the 
trailing shoe lining until equilibrium is reached.) 
Equilibrium Torque Calculation 
The brake torque calculation predicted by the model under equilibrium conditions is 
provided by the expression: 
Torque = BF [ (FLO + FTO) / 2 ] r (1) 
where, 
BF is the total brake factor = 4 BFri BFT / (BFL + BFT), [see 2, 3, or Appendix C] 
r is the drum radius, 
BFL is the brake factor of the leading shoe 
BFT is the brake factor of the trailing shoe 
FLO is the elastic or net (after friction losses) brake force acting on the leading shoe 
FTO is the elastic or net (after friction losses) brake force acting on the trailing shoe 
Implications ofthe Equilibrium Condition 
Assuming the normal case of imperfect brake geometry and some asymmetry, unique 
equilibrium conditions exist for each force input and lining friction coefficient combination. That 
is, for a given lining friction and force input level, the amount of leading shoe wear (beyond or 
below that of the trailing shoe amount) needed to produce an equilibrium condit,ion can be 
calculated. If, following a prolonged wear-in procedure at a fixed force input level, the input force 
is changed, the brake is no longer in equilibrium and must wear into a new equilibrium state at the 
new force input level. Since this ever-changing force input scenario is the norm under most brake 
usage conditions, an S-cam brake is never likely to be in a state of true equilibrium by this 
definition. The only exception to this is perhaps at the end of a burnish procedure. 
The above observation may explain in some cases why S-cam brake effectiveness results 
may be less consistent than desired under changing operating conditions or particular test 
procedures. This is discussed further in a later section entitled "Relationship of the Equilibrium 
Model to the SAE Effectiveness Test 51802." In spite of this, the sensitivities of brake torque 
output to variations in different parameters can still be estimated under equilibrium cond.itions using 
the described model. The next section contains results of a parameter sensitivity studly using the 
model under the described equilibrium conditions. 
Basic Algorithm 
Figure 3 outlines the basic calculation sequence occurring in the S-cam model. The 
calculation begins by defining the brake geometry, its frictional properties, a lining friction 
coefficient, an initial clearancelwear for the trailing shoe, and a specified input air chamber force. 
An iterative calculation loop is then initiated that calculates leadingltrailing brake shoe factors and 
the force actuation ratio parameter, p. Roller locations from the cam center are then calculated. 
The location of the effective force centers, P's, are next obtained from the pressure distribution 
calculation (based on the interference of each shoe rotated into the drum as described earlier). The 
cam is then rotated until contact with the trailing-shoe roller occurs (local iteration). The same is 
done for the leading-shoe roller. Based on the difference in cam angles obtained for the cam-roller 
contact conditions, the thickness of the leading shoe lining is either "worn" or "grown" to adjust 
aL. Actuator force angles, a ' s ,  are also calculated at this point in the loop. If the gaplinterference 
between the leading shoe roller and the cam is less than some small threshold value, E, the 
calculation is completed; otherwise, the iteration continues until it reaches an acceptably small 
value. Upon convergence, the final values of a, P ,  k ,  cam position, and brake torque are 
obtained. 
Summarizing 
The S-cam brake model is a static equilibrium model that calculates brake torque for a 
specified set of geometry, friction properties, and constant input air chamber force. The lining- 
shoe structure is the only mechanically compliant element and stiffness asymmetry between 
leadingltrailing shoes is allowed. The model assumes that equilibrium is reached through sufficient 
differential wear of the leading and trailing shoe linings, given an initial clearancelwear dimension 
for the trailing shoe lining. Each input force level defines a unique equilibrium condition 
(assuming no changes to the brake geometry or its frictional properties). For each specified input 
force, the model seeks an equilibrium condition consistent with the prescribed geometry and 
friction properties such that the wear rates of the leading and trailing shoe linings are equalized. 
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Figure 3. Basic Algorithm of the S-Cam Brake Model. 
Parameter Sensitivity Calculations 
A numerical sensitivity study was conducted with the equilibrium brake model to determine 
the likely sensitivity of brake torque output to variations in the nominal design parameters. These 
parameters included the geometric dimensions appearing in Figure 1 and various friction levels 
assumed to be present in the moving parts. The calculations were performed at five different lining 
friction coefficient levels ranging from 0.3 to 0.7 and at four levels of air chamber force inputs: 
712.5, 1425, 2137.5, and 2850 lbs. (corresponding approximately to 25, 50, 75, and 100 psi of 
line pressure). The set of 30 parameters examined in the analysis appear in Table 1. These 
parameters correspond to the designated brake geometry specified by the SAE 51802 
Recommended Practice [I]. Each parameter was varied as a fixed increment and decrement from 
its reference value. The increment/decrement amount was +/- 0.020 (inches or friction, depending 
on the parameter; the only exception was for lining stiffness, K, which was varied by +/- 10% in 
these cases). A 10% level of asymmetry was also assumed between the lining-shoe stiffnesses 
(leading shoe effective stiffness > trailing shoe effective stiffness) to account for directional 
differences of the actuator forces on their respective rollers. 
The calculated change in brake torque - up or down from the baseline (no parameter 
change) condition - was normalized by the baseline brake torque and expressed as a net 
percentage change in brake torque. In cases where the 0.020 parameter variation is considered too 
large or too small relative to some specified tolerance, the brake torque percentage can be decreased 
or increased proportionately. For example, if an expected maximum tolerance is 0.010 inches, the 
indicated torque percentage change would be halved from that shown in the tabular results. 
+/- 0.020 Parameter Variations 
Table 2 and Table 3 contain exemplary results for +I- 0.020 variations in each of the 30 
parameters. Both tables correspond to a lining friction coefficient of 0.50 and an air chamber force 
input of 1425 lbs. (The entire set of results for other lining friction levels and air chamber force 
inputs are contained in Appendix D.) The columns in Tables 2 and 3 list the baseline condition and 
each parameter variation relative to the baseline. The percentage change in brake torque and 
amount of differential lining wear (displacements relative to cam-roller location) at equilibrium are 
seen in the last two columns. All "lining wear" or lining thickness variation references in the text 
are in terms of equivalent roller displacements at the carn-roller location. 
The results in these two representative tables indicate particular sensitivity of brake torque 
to the alignment between the drum centerline and the shoelspider centerline assembly. Sensitivities 
of about 3% are indicated, depending upon the direction and polarity of offset. Offsets in drum 
centerline location have significant influence on the locations of the pressure distributions, P, 
which in turn, strongly influence the brake factors, particularly for the leading shoe. Potential 
Table 1. Brake Parameters Examined in the Numerical Sensitivity Calculations. 
- -- 
Parameter Description 1 Value 
Offset of leading shoe pivot from brake (spider) X-Y centerline 
a Distance from leading shoe pivot center to leading shoe roller center 
a' Distance from trailing shoe pivot center to trailing shoe roller center 
Offset of trailing shoe pivot from brake (spider) X-Y centerline 
12.75 
12.75 
N c I  Distance from leading shoe pivot center to brake (spider) center 
Distance from trailing shoe pivot center to brake (spider) center 
I d I Initial X-Offset of leading shoe pivot center from leading shoe roller center 1 0.4 1 
11 d' I Initial X-Offset of leading shoe pivot center from leading shoe roller center 1 0.4 1 
11 dr I Leading shoe roller radius 
Trailing shoe roller radius 
Leading shoe roller pin radius 










Radius of cam shaft 
11 ST 1 Length of slack adjuster arm 
Trailing shoe roller pin radius 
Leading shoe pivot pin radius - 
Trailing shoe roller pin radius 
Radius of drum 
X-offset of cam shaft center from center of brake (spider) 
Y-distance of cam shaft center from center of brake (spider) 
X-offset of drum center from brake (spider) center 
Y-offset of drum center from brake (spider) center 
Cam rise per radian of rotation 










I II h I Leading shoe roller pin friction coefficient 
PR' 
Trailing shoe roller pin friction coefficient 
Leading shoe roller pivot pin friction coefficient 
Trailing shoe roller pivot pin friction coefficient 
i 
8, I Initial clearance of trailing shoe (deflection @ cam-roller location) 0.060 
K Stiffness of lininglshoes (as pounds of chamber force per inch of stroke) 
Table 2. Result for -0.020 Parameter Variation @ 0.5 pL & 1425 Ib Force. 
Table 3. Result for +0.020 Parameter Variation @ 0.5 pL & 1425 lb Force. 
P Chamber Parameter Lining Force Parameter Variation Torque 
(Ibs) Value (in-Ibs) Change 
Baseline .50 1425.00 0.000 0.000 101913.7 0.00 
dr .50 1425 -00 .8 10 ,020 101960.5 .05 - .029 
dr' .50 1425.00 .8 10 ,020 102069.9 / .1.5 -.012 
dp .50 1425.00 .37 1 ,020 101726.8 -. 18 .009 
-50 1425.00 .37 1 .020 101726.8 -. 18 ,009 
dpv I .50 1425.00 ,624 ,020 101904.2 -.01 
dpv' .50 1425 .OO ,624 ,020 101904.2 -.ID1  
r .50 1425.00 8.250 .020 102152.3 .:?3 
sources of drurnlspider center offsets can come from allowable machining tolerances. Other 
sources of offset may be related to possible angular differences in the hub/bearing/drum assembly 
such that the drum axis is tilted slightly with respect to the spindle thereby offsetting the drum 
relative to the linings. A 0.1 degree angular misalignment of the drum axis and the spiderlshoe 
normal axis would produce about 0.010 inches of offset between the drum and the center of the 
linings. This also raises the possibility of corresponding angular deflections deriving from spindle 
loading during on-vehicle use. 
Ay Offset - An upward offset in the drum (Ay=+0.020 inches, Table 3) shifts the 
pressure centers of both shoes more towards their shoe centerlines. Appendix B contains model 
output results for the baseline case and the Ay=+0.020 inches variation (Ay Example) to illustrate 
how p and the shoe brake factors are altered by this offset. The leading shoe center of pressure 
moves from about 8 degrees off the center of the shoe to about -2 degrees (nearly on the shoe 
centerline). This lowers the brake factor on that shoe from about 2.2 to 1.9. The trailing shoe 
brake factor is increased from about 0.57 to 0.61 . The net result is an increase in the total brake 
factor from 1.80 to 1.85 and a 3.1% increase in torque. (Even though the leading shoe brake 
factor is reduced from its baseline condition, cam forces are redistributed by this variation such that 
a higher actuator force is now applied to the leading shoe, thereby increasing the torque output.) 
Results in Appendix D for other lining friction levels indicate that the variation in torque associated 
with this parameter is largely independent of lining friction. 
Ax Offset - Shifts in drum location in the direction of either shoe center also have 
significant influences. In this case the pressure distributions on both shoes shift in opposite 
directions (as opposed to the above case), and result in asymmetric shifts in the pressure 
distribution locations versus the baseline condition. For example, in the Ax=-0.020 inches case 
(Table 2), the drum is shifted toward the center of the leading shoe lining (in the negative X-axis 
direction), causing the center of pressure for the leading shoe to move more toward the cam. It 
also causes the center of pressure on the trailing shoe to move away from the cam. Appendix B 
contains the model output for this case (Ax Example). The calculation shows that the leading shoe 
center of pressure moves to about 11 degrees, from the baseline condition of 8 degrees; the trailing 
shoe center of pressure moves to about 5 degrees. This results in a higher brake factor for the 
leading shoe and a 3.1% net increase in torque from the baseline condition. (The model assumes 
in this case that any drum offset towardlaway from the shoe centers is compensated by 
corresponding differential thicknesses in linings. That is, a Ax=-0.020 inch offset would produce 
leading shoe linings that are 0.020 inches thicker than the corresponding equilibrium thickness 
calculated for no drum offset.) The results in Appendix D show that the torque variation1 associated 
with this parameter strengthens with increased lining friction level. 
Bearing, Roller, and Pivot Friction - If nominal values of roller. bearing, and pivot 
friction are reducedlincreased from their 0.1 and 0.2 values by a value of 0.020 (as calculated in 
Tables 2 and 3), the change in brake torque is seen to be about 1.7% (all five influences summed 
together). Since likely variations in friction may be several times this level in practice, the likely 
corresponding torque variations would be about 5% or so. (Again, as noted above, the torque 
variation results in Tables 2, 3, and Appendix D need to be scaled up or down based upon an 
anticipated parameter variation relative to the reference variation of 0.020 in these calculations.) 
When compared with the idealized frictionless brake, the torque of the baseline brake (with the 
indicated friction values of 0.1 and 0.2) is about 86% as effective. 
Cam Profile - The shape of the cam, as defined by it Archimedes spiral gain, k, also 
shows up as a potentially significant source of torque variation. The nominal value of 0.497 
inches of rise per radian of cam rotation is subject to a +I- 4% variation when changed by amounts 
of +I- 0.020. Not surprisingly, this produces a corresponding +I- 4% variation in torqule since it is 
simply part of the direct mechanical gain of the brake. The only issue raised by this observation 
relates to the manufacturing consistency and quality control of the desired cam profile and its 
symmetry. 
xc, yc, Cam OfSsets - Movement of the cam in either direction has no significaint effect on 
torque variation but does affect the level of differential wear at equilibrium. Movement of the cam 
toward either shoe by +I- 0.020 inches causes the leading shoe to vary from its baseline wear by 
twice that amount, or -I+ 0.040 inches. The factor of two is a result of the cam offset and the 
corresponding change in cam rotation at equilibrium needed to contact the trailing shoe roller. 
These cases are shown as examples in Appendix B (+I- xc Examples). 
Movement of the cam away from the line connecting the roller centers (in the Y -direction), 
results in corresponding adjustment of the differential wear. A +0.020 inch variation away from 
the brake center reduces the amount of differential wear to about zero for a chamber force input of 
1425 lbs and a lining friction level of 0.5. This example output is also in Appen~dix B ( tyc  
Example). 
The remaining parameters have less than 1% influence on torque variation for these same 
parameter variation levels. The lining stiffness parameter, K, appears to play a minimal role in 
torque variation - at least as a mechanical compliance. It does produce different equilibrium 
operating conditions in terms of the cam rotation angle and amount of required stroke as seen in the 
Appendix B example output. The Appendix B example corresponds to a reduction in effective 
stiffness from 2850 to 2500 lbs chamber force per inch of chamber stroke (255,000 lblinch 
equivalent lining stiffness at the cam-roller location). 
Asymmetry Example 
The last example calculation in Appendix B (parameter "a" Example) provides a more 
detailed look at potential asymmetry in brake geometry and corresponds to increasing the leading 
shoe pivot-to-roller distance, a, by a sizeable 0.1 inches. (By comparing with the baseline 
example, the influence on roller angle, a ,  and cam contact angles are more easily seen with 
variations of this size.) The lengthened leading shoe dimension produces a contact angle, a, on 
the leading shoe roller that is smaller than the baseline condition, and a corresponding cam contact 
angle that is larger. This results in a slightly modified leading shoe brake factor and corresponding 
torque that is about 0.4% larger than the baseline condition. The amount of differential lining wear 
increases significantly. 
Relationship of the Equilibrium Model to the SAE Effectiveness Test 51802 
The question of how this equilibrium model relates to the SAE 51802 effectiveness test 
procedure is important. The equilibrium model is intended to predict likely brake torque 
effectiveness when input force levels of the same magnitude are repeatedly applied over a long 
enough time period that differential lining wear between the leading and trailing shoes may 
develop. It also assumes that the wear rates of both shoes at this time are equalized. Depending on 
the wear resistance of the lining material, the process of arriving at equilibrium may vary 
considerably. Since 51802 starts with a burnish procedure that utilizes a repeated input force of 
constant magnitude, the burnish can be viewed as a mechanism for arriving at equilibrium, 
provided enough stops are performed to achieve sufficient differential wear. Assuming differential 
wear exists at equilibrium, the important question is: What happens following the burnish when 
effectiveness stops are then performed? Since the brake is burnished at a pressure of about 35 psi 
or so, it is no longer in equilibrium when the effectiveness testing sequence begins at subsequent 
levels of 10, 15, ..., 50 psi. The required force inputs are no longer at the equilibrium (burnish) 
level and are changing from stop to stop. 
Figure 4 helps to explain this possible sequence with a diagram showing brake torque 
versus input pressure. The heavy middle line on this diagram represents the equilibrium condition 
predicted by the model if the brake was tested repeatedly at constant pressure inputs for prolonged 
periods of time until equilibrium was achieved (at each pressure). The top-most line corresponds 
to a case of new linings in which no differential wear exists and the brake initially exhibits a higher 
brake factor because of greater usage of the leading shoe caused by a small geometric or structural 
asymmetry. At any new-lining starting point, the leading shoe wear rate will initially be greater 
than the trailing shoe wear rate and the torque output will gradually trend downward (because of 
increased leading shoe lining wear and the accompanying reduction in leading shoe actuator force) 
eventually reaching the indicated equilibrium line. At this point, lining wear rates on both shoes 







Figure 4. Equilibrium Model and the SAE 51802 Effectiveness Test Procedure. 
For the 51802 test procedure, this suggests that at a burnish pressure of 35 psi or so, the 
brake with new linings described above would start at point a and proceed, during repeated 
burnish stops, eventually to point b on the equilibrium line. At this point, the 51802 procedure 
calls for effectiveness tests to then start at 10 psi and increment by 5 psi amounts until the 50 psi 
pressure level is reached. The points on the diagram labeled c, d ,  e,  and f show this basic 
sequence. For all of these points, except the 35 psi pressure level, the brake is not in equilibrium. 
At point c (10-15 psi or so), the leading shoe may not be in contact with the drum because of 
differential wear developed during the prolonged burnish procedure spent at point b (35 psi). 
Consequently, the brake output under these conditions is relying totally on the trailing shoe, and 
because of its low brake factor, brake torque output suffers. (If the brake remains at this same 
pressure for numerous repeats, differential lining wear would correct the shoe contact problem by 
wearing the trailing shoe down until leading shoe contact occurs and wear rates on both shoes are 
again equalized. Point c would move directly upward during this sequence eventually reaching the 
equilibrium line.) As the 51802 effectiveness sequence continues at increased pressure levels, 
leading shoe contact will occur at some pressure and begin to contribute towards more brake torque 
output (point d). From this point back up to 35 psi at point b (equilibrium), the leading shoe plays 
an increasingly larger role as the equilibrium condition is re-approached. As pressure now 
increases beyond equilibrium towards the 50 psi level, the brake again moves away from 
equilibrium and the leading shoe (possessing a much larger brake factor) is now over-involved, 
producing brake torque outputs above the equilibrium line (point f) .  (Again, as before, if the 
brake were to remain at 50 psi for repeated tests, differential lining wear would occur, causing the 
leading shoe now to wear at a faster rate until equilibrium was reached. This would result in a 
gradual decrease in torque from point f downward to the equilibrium line at 50 psi.) 
Another possible scenario is that for very hard or wear-resistant linings with the same 
brake, full equilibrium is not reached during burnish. In this case, the leading-trailing shoe wear 
differential is smaller than that required at equilibrium. As a result, effectiveness testing at the 
lower pressure levels would have lining contact on the leading shoe, thereby utilizing the leading 
shoe more than the prior scenario, but less than if the brake was in equilibrium at that low 
pressure. Consequently, the effectiveness points, c ,  d,  e, and f in Figure 4 would shift upward 
by some amount. The degree of upward shift would depend on the amount of net differential wear 
achieved during the burnish. 
The basic thrust of this discussion suggests that, apart from geometric and frictional brake 
property variations, significant opportunities for variability in S-cam brake effectiveness (as 
defined by 51802) still exist. Reasons for this variability relate to the basic nature of the S-cam 
brake design requiring that differential wear be constantly occurring when the brake is not in 
equilibrium (the usual case) and the influence that lining material wear properties have on this 
phenomena. 
Hypothetically, an infinitely hard lining material that does not wear, assuming 
the same lining friction level, would cause the above S-cam brake to exhibit 
somewhat more gain. The leading shoe would contribute more of the torlque 
and the brake's overall effectiveness would be increased and unchanging -- at 
least with respect to wear phenomena. At the other hypothetical extreme, very 
soft linings that wear to equilibrium quickly, might also exhibit low variability 
by staying close to the equilibrium line by means of rapid wear. However, the 
brake effectiveness would be reduced and the linings replaced frequently. 
Consequently, real-world linings that wear at a finite rate and lie between these 
two extremes, do play a role in effectiveness variability insofar as wear history 
affects subsequent results during a brake testing or brake usage sequence with 
an S-cam brake design. 
To address this issue more rigorously, an extension of the existing model to include lining 
wear properties as a function of drum rotation, normal force, and so forth would see:m to make 
sense. The extended model would be time-based and allow for wear history to enter the picture as 
a primary factor in determining what the next prediction of brake torque would be. The SAE 
J1802 recommended practice might then be more readily evaluated, at least with respect to basic 
lining material properties. (Known or estimated temperature/pressurelspeed influences on lining 
friction might also be included as an additional feature to evaluate their relative importance as well.) 
The present equilibrium model could form the basis of this extended time- and wear-dependent 
model, except that equilibrium would only be the solution if the same input force wars applied a 
sufficient number of times (stops) to achieve equilibrium. The 51  802 effectiveness sequence could 
be simulated with different lining material properties, irrespective of whether or not the: brake ever 
reaches true equilibrium. Potential variability in effectiveness rating could then be examined more 
quantitatively with respect to lining wear properties and brake geometry variations. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The S-cam brake model developed under this work calculates brake torque for a specified 
set of geometry, friction properties, and constant input air chamber force. It assumes th8at he brake 
is in a state of equilibrium defined by equalized wear rates on the leading and trailing s!hoe linings. 
The lining-shoe structure is the only mechanically compliant element and stiffness asymmetry 
between leadingltrailing shoes is allowed. The cam acts as the distributor of input force to each 
shoe. The model assumes that equilibrium is reached through sufficient differential .wear of the 
leading and trailing shoe linings, given an initial wearlclearance dimension for the trailing shoe 
lining. Each input force level defines a unique equilibrium condition (assuming no changes to the 
brake geometry or its frictional properties). For each specified input force, the model seeks an 
equilibrium condition consistent with the prescribed geometry and friction properties such that the 
wear rates of the leading and trailing shoe linings are equalized. At equilibrium, the leading and 
trailing shoes contribute equal amounts of torque. 
The parameter sensitivity findings indicate that a potentially significant source of torque 
variability is related to possible offsets between the drum turning axis and the spiderlshoe assembly 
centerline. Offsets between these axes can produce significant shifts in the lining pressure 
distributions of both shoes, thereby altering each shoe's brake factor. This is particularly 
significant for the leading shoe, which tends to affect torque production more due to its higher self- 
energizing gain. 
Other significant factors include bearing and roller pin friction. Depending upon the 
amount of lubrication, if any, torque variations can be significant. For example, bearing and roller 
pin friction levels in the range of 0.1 - 0.2 can reduce brake torque output as much as 17% versus 
its idealized frictionless counterpart. 
The shape of the cam profile is also a potential contributor to brake torque variations. 
Movement of the cam center has little effect on torque variation, but does contribute significantly to 
the amount of differential lining wear between the leading and trailing shoes. 
Asymmetry in the effective stiffness of the lining and shoe elements (leading versus 
trailing) also contributes significantly to differential lining wear. As noted below, differential 
lining wear can be a primary source of non-stationary brake effectiveness. 
The remaining geometric parameters are more weakly associated with comparable levels of 
brake torque variation. However, depending on the amount of potential variation in a particular 
parameter, significant torque variations may still be possible. 
The issue of torque effectiveness variability and its relationship to the SAE 51802 
Recommended Practice is also addressed. Since the 51802 burnish procedure acts as a mechanism 
for achieving (or approaching) equilibrium, the subsequent effectiveness sequence that requires 
testing at other pressures, may cause the brake to no longer be at, or near, equilibrium. If 
differential wear exists at equilibrium, this can result in significant changes in torque effectiveness, 
as defined by the 51802 recommended practice. Under these conditions, if the brake reaches true 
equilibrium during burnish, the initial stops at pressures of 10, 15 psi, etc. may involve unusual 
leading shoe-drum contact due to the existing differential lining wear. The brake would then 
exhibit a lower- or higher-than-expected effectiveness (relative to its equilibrium condition at low 
pressures). Likewise, at higher-than-burnish pressures (45, 50 psi), the brake is also not in 
equilibrium and the leading shoe is under- or over-involved depending upon the differential wear 
state at burnish. This also results in a change in effectiveness relative to equilibrium at the higher 
pressures. At any non-equilibrium pressure, the S-cam brake seeks equilibrium through the 
differential wear process of both linings. However, unless enough stops are performed at a fixed 
pressure to achieve the necessary equilibrium wear rate, the brake effectiveness will be gradually 
changing. Most variations in brake geometry or structural stiffnesses, away from thle idealized 
symmetric brake, contribute to differential wear. 
Recommendations for extending the existing model to include lining wear properties are 
also suggested. This would permit more extensive examination and analysis of the lining wear 
process (over time) during a test sequence such as J1802. The extended model would be time and 
wear dependent and thereby would be more applicable/useful for predicting and analyzing likely S- 
cam brake torque production during sequential brake applications, as occur in specific brake test 
procedures or vehicle tests. 
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Appendix A. Parameter and Symbol Definitions. 
a Distance from Leading Shoe Pivot to Leading Shoe Roller Center 
a' Distance from Trailing Shoe Pivot to Trailing Shoe Roller Center 
b Offset of ~eading Shoe Pivot from Centerline 
b 1  Offset of Trailing Shoe Pivot from Centerline 
c Distance from Leading Shoe Pivot to Centerline 
c 1  Distance from Trailing Shoe Pivot to Centerline 
d Offset of ~eading Shoe Pivot from Leading Shoe Roller Center 
dl Offset of  railing Shoe Pivot from Trailing Shoe Roller Center 
r Drum Radius 
Ax Offset (towards trailing shoe) of Drum Center from Brake Centerline 
Ay Offset (towards cam) of Drum Center from Brake Centerline 
k Cam Rise to Cam Rotation Ratio (Archimedes spiral gain) 
rcO Cam Radius at Zero Cam Rotation (y=O) 
Rs Radius of Cam Shaft 
xc Offset from Center of Cam to Brake Centerline 
yc Distance from Center of Cam to Brake Centerline 
dr Radius of Leading Shoe Roller 
dr' Radius of Trailing Shoe Roller 
dp Radius of Leading Shoe Roller Pin 
dp' Radius of Trailing Shoe Roller Pin 
dpv Radius of Leading Shoe Pivot Pin 
dpv' Radius of Trailing Shoe Pivot Pin 
pR Friction Coefficient of Leading Shoe Roller Pin 
pRr Friction Coefficient of Trailing Shoe Roller Pin 
pp Friction Coefficient of Leading Shoe Pivot Pin 
ppr Friction Coefficient of Trailing Shoe Pivot Pin 
pB Friction Coefficient of Cam Shaft Bearing 
pL Lining Friction Coefficient 
SL Slack Adjuster Arm Length 
CanForce Air Chamber (Can) Force Application 
Kcan Stiffness of Lining / Mechanical Components Relative to Chamber-Stroke Motion 
K Equivalent Kcan stiffness at roller-cam location (prior to any asymmetry) 
z Percent of Asymmetry Between the Leading/Trailing Lining-Shoe Stiffnesses 
K1 Combined Stiffness of the Lining-Shoe Elements, KL, and Self-Energizing Gain 
Factor of the Leading Shoe 
K2 Combined Stiffness of the Lining-Shoe Elements, KT, and Self-Energizing Gain 
Factor of the Trailing Shoe 
F* AVERAGE of Leading & Trailing input shoe forces (including friction losses) 
iSL Leading Shoe-to-Drum Clearance/Wear (displacement at cam-roller locaition) 
6T Trailing Shoe-to-Drum Clearance/Wear (displacement at cam-roller location) 
6* cam-~oller Displacement at Equilibrium (away from initial rest condition) 
BFL Leading Shoe Brake Factor 
BFT Trailing Shoe Brake Factor 
BF Combined (total) Brake Factor: 4*BFl*BF2/ (BFltBF2) 
FLO Leading Shoe Actuator Force at Equilibrium (elastic) 
Fyo Trailing Shoe Actuator Force at Equilibrium (elastic) 
FL Leading Shoe Actuator Force at Equilibrium (elastic + friction loss) 
FT Trailing Shoe Actuator Force at Equilibrium (elastic + friction loss) 
p Ratio of Leading Shoe Elastic Force to Trailing Elastic Shoe Force, FLO/FTO 
a Angle of Leading Shoe Roller Force, Fa, on Leading Shoe Roller 
a' Angle of Trailing Shoe Roller Force, Fa', on Trailing Shoe Roller 
p Angle of Effective Center of Pressure from Shoe Center - Leading Shoe 
p'  Angle of Effective Center of Pressure from Shoe Center - Trailing Shoe 
y Angle of Cam Contact at Equilibrium with Respect to Minimum Radius Cam Angle 
yO Initial Angle of Cam at Rest (0-Torque Initial Position) 
y-yo Net Cam Rotation due to Air Chamber Force Input 
0 Angle Between Cam Center-Contact Point and X-axis at Equilibrium (leading) 
0' Angle Between Cam Center-Contact Point and X-axis at Equilibrium (trailing) 
Angle of arc subtended by the lining(s) 
Fa = FLO Leading Shoe Actuator Force (in Figure 1) 
Fa' = FTO Trailing Shoe Actuator Force (in Figure 1) 
Fd Leading Shoe Drag Force 
Fd ' Trailing Shoe Drag Force 
Fn Leading Shoe Normal Force 
Fn ' Trailing Shoe Normal Force 
Torque Brake Torque Output 
Note: All "lining wear" or lining thickness variation references in the text are in terms of equivalent roller 
displacements at the cam-roller location. 
Appendix B. Example Model Calculations. 
Example calculation results from the S-Cam model are seen in this appendix,, The first 
calculation example corresponds to a baseline example using the nominal parameters of Table 1 and 
an input can force of 1425 lbs (50 psi) and lining friction coefficient of 0.50. The subsequent 
examples are also at 1425 lbs and a lining coefficient of 0.50. They include: 1) a Ay variation 
example (dmdshoe centerline offset) , 2) a Ax variation (drudshoe centerline offset), 3)-5) +/- 
xc, yc parameter variations (cam center offsets), 6) a -12% lining stiffness K variation, and 7) a 
parameter "a" variation (leading shoe pivot-to-roller dimension) of 0.1 inches. 
The first page of each example output contains a listing of the model input parameters. The 
second page contains the equilibrium values calculated by the model and the correspond:ing torque. 

Chamber & Slack Adjuster: 
slackL = 5.50 (inches) Slack Adjuster Arm Length 
CanForce = 1425 (lb) Air Chamber Force Application 
Kcan = 2850 (lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Chamber-Stroke Motion 
K = 290855 (lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Cam-Roller Motion 
Asymmetery = 0.10 ( - 1  Stiffness Asymmetry ( +  => leading > trailing) 
Fstar = 7884.8 (lb) AVERAGE of Leading & Trailing input shoe forces, absent friction 
deltaT' = 0.060 (inches) Trailing Shoe to Drum Clearance (displacement at cam-roller location) 
Equilibrium Values of S-Cam Brake Model Parameters & Output Torque: 
mu-Lining = 0.500 
BF-L = 2.158 
BF-T = 0.570 
I BF = 1.804 
Rho = 0.264 
f L  = 2861.5 
fT = 10831.2 
delta* = 0.107 
deltaT = 0.060 
deltaL = 0.068 
alphaL = 13.1 
alphaT = 13.5 
betaL = 7.7 
betaT = 7.3 
Cam Angle = 39.42 
Cam0 = 27.07 
Cam Rotation = 12.36 
Contact AngleL= 10.60 
( leading) 
Contact AngleT= 10.95 
(trailing) 
Stroke = 1.19 
Torque = 101913.7 
( -  1 
( - 1  
( -  1 
( - 1  
( - 1  
( lbs 
( lbs 
( inches ) 
( inches ) 









Lining Friction Coefficient 
Leading Shoe Brake Factor 
Trailing Shoe Brake Factor 
Combined (total) Brake Factor: 4*BFl*BF2/(BFl+BF2) 
Ratio of Leading Shoe Force to Trailing Shoe Force 
Leading Shoe Force 
Trailing Shoe Force 
Total Cam-Rise Displacement from 0-Torque Initial Position 
Trailing Shoe Clearance 
Leading Shoe Clearance + Equilibrium Wear 
Angle of Application of Leading Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
Angle of Application of Trailing Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
Effective Center of Pressure - Leading Shoe 
Effective Center of Pressure - Trailing Shoe 
Angle of Cam at Equilibrium wrt Minimum Radius Cam Angle 
Initial Angle of Cam at Rest (0-Torque Initial Position) 
Net Cam Rotation due to Chamber Force Input 
Angle Between Line Connecting Cam Center with Contact Point and X-axis 
(degrees! angle Between Line Connecting Cam Center with Contact Point and X-axis 
(inches) Total Air Chamber Stroke 
(inch-lb) Brake Torque 
S-Cam Brake Model Parameters: Ay Variation Example 
Shoe Geometry: 
a = 12 -750 
a' = 12.750 
b = 1.250 
b' = 1.250 
c = 6.750 
c' = 6.750 
d = 0.410 
d' = 0.410 
phi = 55.000 
( inches ) 
( inches ) 
( inches ) 
( inches ) 
( inches) 
(inches) 
( inches ) 
( inches ) 
(degrees ) 
Leading Shoe Pivot to Leading Shoe Roller Center 
Trailing Shoe Pivot to Trailing Shoe Roller Center 
Offset of Leading Shoe Pivot from Centerline 
Offset of Trailing Shoe Pivot from Centerline 
Leading Shoe Pivot to Centerline 
Trailing Shoe Pivot to Centerline 
Offset of Leading Shoe Pivot from Leading Shoe Roller Center 
Offset of Trailing Shoe Pivot from Trailing Shoe Roller Center 
Half-Shoe Angle Subtended by Lining Block 
Drum Geometry: 
r = 8.250 (inches) Drum Radius 
epsx = 0.000 (inches) Offset (towards trailing shoe) of Drum Center from Brake Centerline 
epsy = 0.020 (inches) Offset (towards cam) of Drum Center from Brake Centerline 
Cam Geometry: 
CarnRatio = 0.497 (in/rad) Cam Rise to Cam Rotation Ratio 
CamRadiusO = 0.561 (inches) Cam Radius at Zero Rotation 
ShaftRadius = 0.747 (inches) Radius of Cam Shaft 
xc = 0.000 (inches) Offset from Center of Cam to Brake Centerline 
yc = 6.000 (inches) Distance from Center of Cam to Brake Centerline 
Roller & Pivot Geometry: 
RollerRadL = 0.810 (inches) Radius of Leading Shoe Roller 
RollerRadT = 0.810 (inches) Radius of Trailing Shoe Roller 
PinRadiusL = 0.371 (inches) Radius of Leading Shoe Roller Pin 
PinRadiusT = 0.371 (inches) Radius of Trailing Shoe Roller Pin 
PivotRadL = 0.624 (inches) Radius of Leading Shoe Pivot Pin 
PivotRadT = 0.624 (inches) Radius of Trailing Shoe Pivot Pin 
Friction Values 
MuRollerL = 0.200 ( - 1  Friction Coefficient of Leading Shoe Roller Pin 
MuRollerT = 0.200 ( - 1  Friction Coefficient of Trailing Shoe Roller Pin 
MuPivotL = 0.200 ( - 1  Friction Coefficient of Leading Shoe Pivot Pin 
~uPivotT = 0.200 ( -  1 Friction Coefficient of Trailing Shoe Pivot Pin 
MuBearing = 0.100 ( - 1  Friction Coefficient of Cam Shaft Bearing 
Chamber & Slack Adjuster: 
slackL = 5.50 (inches) Slack Adjuster Arm Length 
CanForce = 1425 (lb) Air Chamber Force Application 
Kcan = 2850 (lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Chamber-Stroke Motion 
K = 290855 (lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Cam-Roller Motion 
Asymmetery = 0.10 ( - 1  Stiffness Asymmetry ( +  => leading > trailing) 
Fstar = 7884.8 (lb) AVERAGE of Leading & Trailing input shoe forces, absent friction 
deltaT' = 0.060 (inches) Trailing Shoe to Drum Clearance (displacement at cam-roller location) 
Equilibrium Values of S-Cam Brake Model Parameters & Output Torque: 
mu-Lining = 0.500 ( - 1  
BF-L = 1.881 ( - 1  
BF-T = 0.613 ( -  1 
BF = 1.850 ( -  1 
Rho = 0.326 ( -  1 
fL = 3384.5 (lbs) 
fT = 10384.3 ( lbs 
delta* = 0.109 ( inches ) 
deltaT = 0.060 (inches) 
deltaL = 0.069 ( inches ) 
alphaL = 13.4 ( degrees ) 
alphaT = 13.3 (degrees ) 
betaL = -2.2 (degrees ) 
betaT = -2.6 ( degrees ) 
Cam Angle = 39.60 ( degrees ) 
Cam0 = 27.07 ( degrees ) 
Cam Rotation = 12.53 (degrees ) 
Contact AngleL= 10.83 ! degrees ) 
( leading) 
Contact -gleT= 10.7'6 ,SAG=L I A ~ - - - - ~  = = a ,  !
(trailing) 
Stroke = 1.20 ( inches) 
Torque = 105052.1 ( inch-lb) 
Lining Friction Coefficient 
Leading Shoe Brake Factor 
Trailing Shoe Brake Factor 
Combined (total) Brake Factor: 4*BFl*BF2/(BFl+BF2) 
Ratio of Leading Shoe Force to Trailing Shoe Force 
Leading Shoe Force 
Trailing Shoe Force 
Total Cam-Rise Displacement from 0-Torque Initial Position 
Trailing Shoe Clearance 
Leading Shoe Clearance + Equilibrium Wear 
Angle of Application of Leading Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
Angle of Application of Trailing Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
Effective Center of Pressure - Leading Shoe 
Effective Center of Pressure - Trailing Shoe 
Angle of Cam at Equilibrium wrt Minimum Radius Cam Angle 
Initial Angle of Cam at Rest (0-Torque Initial Position) 
Net Cam Rotation due to Chamber Force Input 
Angle Between Line Connecting Cam Center with Contact Point and X-axis 
A=-I  n e t r . r a a n  T 4 n- ~nnna-t 4 n r r  ~ = m  Pantor With C~~ltacf- pOiRt and X - a u k  N I Y I L  Y L C I V L L L I  - A l l -  -VI...LCLL.Iy L U L L .  . . ? L L I C I _ C  
Total Air Chamber Stroke 
Brake Torque 

Chamber & Slack 
slackL = 5.50 
CanForce = 1425 
Kcan = 2850 
K = 290855 
Asynunetery = 0. 
Fstar = 7884.8 
deltaT' = 0.060 
Adjuster : 
(inches) Slack Adjuster Arm Length 
(lb) Air Chamber Force Application 
(lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Chamber-Stroke Motion 
(lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Cam-Roller Motion 
10 ( - 1  Stiffness Asymmetry ( +  => leading > trailing) 
(lb) AVERAGE of Leading & Trailing input shoe forces, absent friction 
(inches) Trailing Shoe to Drum Clearance (displacement at cam-roller location) 
Equilibrium Values of S-Cam Brake Model Parameters & Output Torque: 
mu-Lining = 0.500 ( - 1  Lining Friction Coefficient 
BF-L = 2.403 ( - 1 Leading Shoe Brake Factor 
w BF-T = 0.579 ( -  1 Trailing Shoe Brake Factor 
I 
u BF = 1.865 ( - 1  Combined (total) Brake Factor: 4*BFl*BF2/(BFl+BF2) 
Rho = 0.241 ( -  1 Ratio of Leading Shoe Force to Trailing Shoe Force 
fL = 2650.7 ( lbs ) Leading Shoe Force 
fT = 11011.4 ( lbs Trailing Shoe Force 
delta* = 0.109 (inches) Total Cam-Rise Displacement from 0-Torque Initial Position 
deltaT = 0.060 (inches) Trailing Shoe Clearance 
deltaL = 0.049 (inches) Leading Shoe Clearance + Equilibrium Wear 
alphaL = 13.4 (degrees) Angle of Application of Leading Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
alphaT = 13.3 (degrees) Angle of Application of Trailing Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
betaL = 11.3 (degrees) Effective Center of Pressure - Leading Shoe 
betaT = 5.2 (degrees) Effective Center of Pressure - Trailing Shoe 
Cam Angle = 39.65 (degrees) Angle of Cam at Equilibrium wrt Minimum Radius Cam Angle 
Cam0 = 27.12 (degrees) Initial Angle of Cam at Rest (0-Torque Initial Position) 
Cam Rotation = 12.53 (degrees) Net Cam Rotation due to Chamber Force Input 
Contact -9r?gleL= 10.85 (degrees) Angle Between Line Connecting Cam Center with Contact Point and X-axis 
( leading) 
~ - - t - - t  A~gleT= 10.79 (degrees) -gle Betweex Line C~nnecting Cam Center with Centact Point and X-axis 
(trailing) 
Stroke = 1.20 (inches) Total Air Chamber Stroke 
Torque = 105117.9 (inch-lb) Brake Torque 

Chamber & Slack Adjuster: 
slackL = 5.50 (inches) Slack Adjuster Arm Length 
CanForce = 1425 (lb) Air Chamber Force Application 
Kcan = 2850 (lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Chamber-Stroke Motion 
K = 290855 (lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Cam-Roller Motion 
Asymmetery = 0.10 ( - 1  Stiffness Asymmetry ( +  => leading > trailing) 
Fstar = 7884.8 (lb) AVERAGE of Leading & Trailing input shoe forces, absent friction 
deltaTi = 0.060 (inches) Trailing Shoe to Drum Clearance (displacement at cam-roller location) 
Equilibrium Values of S-Cam Brake Model Parameters & Output Torque: 
mu-Lining = 0.500 ( -  1 
BF-L = 2.156 ( -  1 
BF-T = 0.571 ( - 1  
rn 
I 
BF = 1.805 ( - 1  
w Rho = 0.265 ( -  1 
fL = 2865.8 ( 1b.s ) 
fT = 10827.5 ( 1b.s 
delta* = 0.107 ( inches ) 
deltaT = 0.060 ( inches) 
deltaL = 0.108 ( inches ) 
alphaL = 13.0 (degrees )
alphaT = 13.3 (degrees )
betaL = 9.4 (degrees ) 
betaT = 7.3 (degrees ) 
Cam Angle = 41.85 (degrees ) 
Cam0 = 29.49 (degrees ) 
Cam Rotation = 12.36 (degrees ) 
Contact AngleL= 10.30 ( degrees ) 
( leading ) 
r.--+-.,..& ,$-,-.I -m- 
L V I I C Q L  C t X l l 9 l C ; I  - 10. 55 I a---.-.-.-. \ tucylcca 1 
(trailing) 
Stroke = 1.19 ( inches ) 
Torque = 101964.7 (inch-lb) 
Lining Friction Coefficient 
Leading Shoe Brake Factor 
Trailing Shoe Brake Factor 
Combined (total) Brake Factor: 4*BFl*BF2/(BFl+BF2) 
Ratio of Leading Shoe Force to Trailing Shoe Force 
Leading Shoe Force 
Trailing Shoe Force 
Total Cam-Rise Displacement from 0-Torque Initial Position 
Trailing Shoe Clearance 
Leading Shoe Clearance + Equilibrium Wear 
Angle of Application of Leading Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
Angle of Application of Trailing Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
Effective Center of Pressure - Leading Shoe 
Effective Center of Pressure - Trailing Shoe 
Angle of Cam at Equilibrium wrt Minimum Radius Cam Angle 
Initial Angle of Cam at Rest (0-Torque Initial Position) 
Net Cam Rotation due to Chamber Force Input 
Angle Between Line Conrzecting C a  Center with Contact Point and X-axis 
mgle Between ~ i n e  Connecting Czm Center with Co~tact P ~ i n t  and X-axis 
Total Air Chamber Stroke 
Brake Torque 

Chamber & Slack Adjuster: 
slackL = 5.50 (inches) Slack Adjuster Arm Length 
CanForce = 1425 (lb) Air Chamber Force Application 
Kcan = 2850 (lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Chamber-Stroke Motion 
K = 290855 (lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Cam-Roller Motion 
Asymmetery = 0.10 ( - 1  Stiffness Asymmetry ( +  => leading > trailing) 
Fstar = 7884.8 (lb) AVERAGE of Leading & Trailing input shoe forces, absent friction 
deltaT' = 0.060 (inches) Trailing Shoe to Drum Clearance (displacement at cam-roller location) 
Equilibrium Values of S-Cam Brake Model Parameters & Output Torque: 
mu-Lining = 0.500 
BF-L = 2.155 
w 
I 
BF-T = 0.571 
C 
F 
BF = 1.806 
Rho = 0.265 
fL = 2867 -6 
fT = 10826.0 
delta* = 0.107 
deltaT = 0.060 
deltaL = 0.029 
alphaL = 13.2 
alphaT = 13.2 
betaL = 5.9 
betaT = 7.3 
Cam Angle = 37.00 
Cam0 = 24.64 
Cam Rotation = 12.36 
Contact AngleL= 10.95 
( leading) 
Contact AngleT= 1 0 . 9 2  
(trailing) 
Stroke = 1.19 
Torque = 101985.5 
( - 1  
( -  1 
( - 1  
( - 1  
( -  1 
( lbs ) 
( lbs 
(inches) 
( inches ) 









Lining Friction Coefficient 
Leading Shoe Brake Factor 
Trailing Shoe Brake Factor 
Combined (total) Brake Factor: 4*BFl*BF2/(BFl+BF2) 
Ratio of Leading Shoe Force to Trailing Shoe Force 
Leading Shoe Force 
Trailing Shoe Force 
Total Cam-Rise Displacement from 0-Torque Initial Position 
Trailing Shoe Clearance 
Leading Shoe Clearance + Equilibrium Wear 
Angle of Application of Leading Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
Angle of Application of Trailing Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
Effective Center of Pressure - Leading Shoe 
Effective Center of Pressure - Trailing Shoe 
Angle of Cam at Equilibrium wrt Minimum Radius Cam Angle 
Initial Angle of Cam at Rest (0-Torque Initial Position) 
Net Cam Rotation due to Chamber Force Input 
Angle Between Line Connecting Cam Center with Contact Point and X-axis 
idegrees! mgle Between Line Connecting Cam Center with Contact Point and X-axis 
(inches) Total Air Chamber Stroke 
(inch-lb) Brake Torque 

Chamber & Slack 
slackL = 5.50 
CanForce = 1425 
Kcan = 2850 
K = 290855 
Asymmetery = 0. 
Fstar = 7884.8 
deltaTi = 0.060 
Adjuster : 
(inches) Slack Adjuster Arm Length 
(Ill) Air Chamber Force Application 
(lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Chamber-Stroke Motion 
(lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Cam-Roller Motion 
10 ( - 1  Stiffness Asymmetry (+  => leading > trailing) 
(lb) AVERAGE of Leading & Trailing input shoe forces, absent friction 
(inches) Trailing Shoe to Drum Clearance (displacement at cam-roller location) 
Equilibrium Values of S-Cam Brake Model Parameters & Output Torque: 
mu-Lining = 0.500 
BF-L = 2.150 
BF-T = 0.572 
BF = 1.808 
Rho = 0.266 
fL = 2878.8 
fT = 10816.4 
delta* = 0.107 
deltaT = 0.060 
deltaL = 0.059 
alphaL = 14.1 
alphaT = 12.6 
betaL = 7.3 
betaT = 7.3 
Cam Angle = 38.85 
Cam0 = 26.48 
Cam Rotation = 12.37 
Contact AngleL= 10.36 
( leading) 
Contact AngleT= 11.41 
(trailing) 
Stroke = 1.19 
Torque = 102144.0 
( - 1  
( - )  
( - )  
( - )  
( - 1  
(lbs) 
(lbs) 
( inches ) 
( inches ) 





( degrees ) 
( degrees ) 
(degrees )
(degrees )
( inches ) 
( inch-lb) 
Lining Friction Coefficient 
Leading Shoe Brake Factor 
Trailing Shoe Brake Factor 
Combined (total) Brake Factor: 4*BFl*BF2/(BFl+BF2) 
Ratio of Leading Shoe Force to Trailing Shoe Force 
Leading Shoe Force 
Trailing Shoe Force 
Total Cam-Rise Displacement from 0-Torque Initial Position 
Trailing Shoe Clearance 
Leading Shoe Clearance + Equilibrium Wear 
Angle of Application of Leading Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
Angle of Application of Trailing Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
Effective Center of Pressure - Leading Shoe 
Effective Center of Pressure - Trailing Shoe 
Angle of Cam at Equilibrium wrt Minimum Radius Cam Angle 
Initial Angle of Cam at Rest (0-Torque Initial Position) 
Net Cam Rotation due to Chamber Force Input 
Angle Between Line Connecting Cam Center with Contact Point and X-axis 
Pagle Between Line Connecting Cam Center with Cextact P~int and X-axis 
Total Air Chamber Stroke 
Brake Torque 

Chamber & Slack Adjuster: 
slackL = 5.50 (inches) Slack Adjuster Arm Length 
CanForce = 1425 (lb) Air Chamber Force Application 
Kcan = 2500 (lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Chamber-Stroke Motion 
K = 255136 (lb/inch) Stiffness of Lining and Mechanical Components Relative to Cam-Roller Motion 
Asymmetery = 0.10 ( - 1  Stiffness Asymmetry ( +  => leading > trailing) 
Fstar = 7884.8 (lb) AVERAGE of Leading & Trailing input shoe forces, absent friction 
deltaT' = 0.060 (inches) Trailing Shoe to Drum Clearance (displacement at cam-roller location) 
Equilibrium Values of S-Cam Brake Model Parameters & Output Torque: 
mu-Lining = 0.500 
BF-L = 2.157 
BF-T = 0.571 
w BF = 1.807 
I 
F 
Rho = 0.265 
VI fL = 2867.0 
fT = 10826.5 
delta* = 0.114 
deltaT = 0.060 
deltaL = 0.070 
alphaL = 13.4 
alphaT = 13.2 
betaL = 7.7 
betaT = 7.3 
Cam Angle = 40.25 
Cam0 = 27.12 
Cam Rotation = 13.13 
Contact AngleL= 10.75 
( leading) 
Contact -A-n-gler= 10.67 
(trailing) 
Stroke = 1.26 
Torque = 102043.2 
( -  1 
( -  1 
( - 1  
( -  1 
( - 1  
( 1b.s 
(lbs 
( inches ) 
( inches ) 









Lining Friction Coefficient 
Leading Shoe Brake Factor 
Trailing Shoe Brake Factor 
Combined (total) Brake Factor: 4*BFl*BF2/(BFl+BF2) 
Ratio of Leading Shoe Force to Trailing Shoe Force 
Leading Shoe Force 
Trailing Shoe Force 
Total Cam-Rise Displacement from 0-Torque Initial Position 
Trailing Shoe Clearance 
Leading Shoe Clearance + Equilibrium Wear 
Angle of Application of Leading Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
Angle of Application of Trailing Shoe Actuation Force on Roller 
Effective Center of Pressure - Leading Shoe 
Effective Center of Pressure - Trailing Shoe 
Angle of Cam at Equilibrium wrt Minimum Radius Cam Angle 
Initial Angle of Cam at Rest (0-Torque Initial Position) 
Net Cam Rotation due to Chamber Force Input 
Angle Between Line Connecting Cam Center with Contact Point and X-axis 
- 9 {degrees! Angle Betszeen Line Co~iecting Carr! Center with Cnntact Point and X-axis 
(inches) Total Air Chamber Stroke 




Appendix C. S-Cam Brake Model Equations. 
The equations appearing in this appendix utilize Figures 1 and 2 and the symbols defined in 
Appendix A. 
Leading Shoe Moment Equilibrium - 
Summing moments about the pivot => 
-(a + dr sin a)Fa cos a - Fd cos P (r cos P - b) + (dr cos a - d) Fa sin a - Fd sin p (r sin P + c) 
+ Fn cos fl (r sin p + c) - Fn sin p (r cos P - b) = 0 (c-1) 
If, Fd = pL Fn => Fn = Fd / pL and substituting into (C-1) => (c-2) 
Fd / Fa = ( (dr cos a - d) sin a - (a + dr sin a )  cos a )  1 
[r - b (cos p + sin P / pL) + c (sin P - cos P / pL) ] 
Trailing Shoe Moment Equilibrium - 
Likewise for the trailing shoe: 
Fd' / Fa' = ( (dr' cos a' - d') sin a' + (a' - dr' sin a ' )  cos a') l 
[r - b' (cos p' - sin p' / pL) + C' (sin P' + cos p' / pL) ] 
Equilibrium Condition - 
Equalization of drag (normal) forces on the leading and trailing shoes (equalized wear ra.tes) => 
Fd = Fd' 
or, from (C-1)' C-4)' and (C-5)' 
p = F a / F a ' = {  [ r - b ( c o s p + s i n P / p L ) + c ( s i n P - c o s P / p L ) ] e  
( (dr' cos a' - d') sin a' + (a' - dr' sin a ' )  cos a ' )  } / 
{ [r - b' (cos p' - sin P' / pL) + C' (sin p' + cos P' / pL) ] 
( (dr cos a - d) sin a - (a + dr sin a )  cos a) } 
If, Fn = KL (6 - 6 3  and Fn' = I$ (6 - %), 
and substituting into (C-3) and (C-4) to solve for Fa and Fa': 
Fa = KL (6 - 6L) pL [r - b (COS P + sin / pL) + c (sin p - cos P / pL) ] / 
( (dr cos a - d) sin a - (a + dr sin a )  cos a) 
Fa' = KT (6 - pL [r - by (COS p' - sin p' / pL) + c' (sin P' + cos p' / pL) ] / 
( (dr' cos a' - d') sin a' + (a' - dr' sin a ' )  cos a') (c-9) 
Combining the self-energizing terms and leadingltrailing lining-shoe stiffnesses, KL and KT, into 
effective leading and trailing stiffnesses, K1 and K2, and adding the friction forces from the roller, 
bearing, and pivot: 
Fa=  KI (6 - BL) (I  + PR -I- pp - pB) ( c -  10) 
and, 
Fa' = K2 (6 - 8T) (1 + pR' + pp' + pB) (C- 1 1) 
Requiring 1) a force balance across the cam at equilibrium : 
2 F *  = F a + F a '  = Kl ( 6 -  6=) (1 + p R + p p - p g )  + K2 ( 6 -  6T) (1 + pR' +pP9 +pB)  (C- 12) 
and, 2) Fa / Fa' = p (less the friction terms) => 
p = K1 (6 - 6,) / K2 (6 - 6T) 
If, pR = pR' and y = y', solving (C-1 1) and (C-12) for 6 (= 6' at equilibrium) 
and aL (given 8T) provides: 




6 , = ( 1 - p K , l K , )  + p K , l K ,  6, 
The Special Case of No Differential Wear - 
For 6, = $ , equation (C-14) implies, 
K, = P  K, 
Notes - 




Appendix D. Parameter Sensitivity Calculations 
Two tables appear in this Appendix containing parameter sensitivity results for each of the 
30 parameters defined in Table 1 of the report. The matrix of conditions include five lining friction 
coefficients of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7, each at four air chamber force levels of 712.5, 1425, 
2137.5, and 2850 lbs. Each table corresponds to plus and minus parameter variation amounts of 
0.020. 
The seven tabular columns refer to: 1) the parameter being varied, 2) lining friction level, 3) 
chamber force application, 4) size of parameter variation, 5) corresponding torque, 6) the 
percentage torque variation due to the particular parameter variation, and 7) the amount of 
differential lining wear between the leading and trailing shoes at equilibrium (negative viilues imply 
less wear on the leading shoe relative to the baseline 0.060 trailing shoe amount). The dzjferential 
lining wear indicated in the tables is measured relative to the cam-roller displacement 1ot:ation. The 
lining wear at the center of the shoes is about half this amount. 

Table D-1. Parameter Sensitivity Calculations for -0.020 Variations. 




Baseline .30 1 712.50 0.000 0.000 31151.7 0.00 .004 
dp' .30 7 1 2 . 5 0  1 .371 1 -.020 / 31210.6 1 .19 1 .004 
- -- - -- 
dpv .30 I 712.50 1 .624 I -.020 ] 31155.4 ] . 0 1 1 2 0 4  
dpv' .30 1 712.50 1 .624 1 -.020 1 31155.4 1 .01 1 .004 













s, 1 .30 





















































































































































































































Baseline 1 .50 712.50 0.000 0.000 1 50974:6- .004 
dr' -50 1 712.50 1 .810 / -.020 1 50866.1 1 -.21 1 ,024 
dp' .50 1 712.50 1 .371 -.020 1 51069.9 / .19 1 .004 
dpv .50 7 12.50 ,624 -.020 50980.7 .O 1 ,004 





































































































































































































































Baseline 1 .70 1 712.50 1 0.000 1 0.000 / 69919.9 1 0.00 1 .004 





































































































































































































































dr' / .30 / 1425.00 1 ,810 1 -.020 1 62268.0 / -.I7 1 ,029 
dpv .30 1 1425.00 / .624 -.020 1 62379.2 1 .O1 i ,009 
dpv' 1 .30 1425.00 / .624 1 -.020 1 62379.2 1 .O1 / .009 
-- -- 
Baseline I .40 1425 .00  1 0 . 0 0 0 ~ ~ /  0.000 






























































































































































































































Baseline .70 1425.00 j 0.000 1 o . ~ ~ ~  1 140145.1 0.00 - .008 
dr' .70 1 1425.00 / .810 -.020 1139860.3 -.20 1 .028 
dp' .70 1 1425.00 1 .371 -.020 1 140368.8 1 .16 1 .008 
dpv .70 1 1425.00 1 .624 -.020 1 140158.0 1 .01 1 .008 
dpv' 1 .70 1 1425.00 1 .624 1 -.020 1 140158.0 1 .O1 1 .008 
Table D-1 
Table D-1 Dl-12 
PR' 



























































































































































































dr' I -40 
K 
Baseline 
dpv' 1 .40 

















































































































































































































































I I I 1 I I I 
Baseline .60 2137.50 0.000 0.000 182008.5 0.00 ,013 
dr' .60 1 2137.50 1 ,810 1 -.020 1 182119.6 1 .06 .033 




































































































































































































































dpv .70 2137.50 .624 -.020 210825.9 .01 1 .012 -- --
~ P V '  .70 210825.9 .oi j ,012 
I I I I I I I 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dr' 1 .60 1 2850.00 1 .810 1 -.020 1 242992.7 -.06 .037 
Baseline 
dpv' .60 1 2850.00 1 .624 1 -.020 / 243141.0 / .O1 1 ,017 
Table D-1 
.60 2850.00 0.000 0.000 243128.7 0.00 .017 

































































































































































































.70 1 2850.00 
.O 12 































Table D-2. Parameter Sensitivity Calculations for +0.020 Variations. 
CI Chamber ~ararneter Torque % Torque 1 Parameter Lining Force Value Variation (in-lbs) 
6, - s, 
Change / (in) 
Baseline 1 .30 1 712.50 1 0.000 1 0.000 1 31151.7 / 0.00 ,004 
I 
dr' .30 712.50 1 .810 .020 31 170.3 .06 -.016 
dp .30 712.50 , .371 .020 31092.6 -.19 1 .004 
dpv' .30 7 12.50 ,624 ,020 31 147.9 -.01 .004 
ppppp
r .30 712.50 8.250 .020 31225.2 ,004 
Table 0 - 2  































































































































































































































Baseline .50 1 712.50 1 0.000 1 0.000 / 50974.6 / 0.00 1 ,004 
dr' .50 1712 .50  1 .810 1 .020 150998.0 1 -05 1 -.016 
dp' 1 .50 712.50 1 ,371 ,020 1 50774.2 1 -.39 1 ,004 
dpv .50 712.50 1 ,624 1 0 2 0  1 50968.6 / -.01 1 .004 
dpv' i .50 712.50 1 ,624 1 ,020 1 50968.6 -.01 1 .004 
Table 0 - 2  D2-3 
Baseline .60 712.50 0.000 0.000 60545.8 0.00 ,004 
a .60 7 12.50 12.750 .020 60569.9 -04 ,009 
a' -60 712.50 12.750 .020 60399.0 -.24 .009 
I I 1 I I I I 
dr' .60 1 712.50 1 .810 1 ,020 / 60577.1 1 .05 1 -.016 
dpv' 1 .60 1 712.50 1 .624 1 .020 1 60538.8 1 -.01 1 .004 
Table 0 - 2  D2-4 
s, .60 7 12.50 ,060 .020 60514.1 -.05 
K .60 7 12.50 2850.000 285.000 60587.0 .07 
Baseline -70 712.50 0.000 0.000 69919.9 0.00 
d' .70 7 12.50 .410 .020 69951.5 .05 
dr .70 7 12.50 .810 .020 70126.7 .30 
--- 
dr' I .70 7 12.50 .8 10 ,020 70107.7 .27 -.O 16 
dp' 1 .70 1 712.50 .371 ,020 1 69796.6 / -.I8 .004 11 
Table 0 - 2  D2-5 
































































































































































































































dr' .30 / 1425.00 ,810 1 .020 1 62366.3 / -.01 -.012 
dpv 1 .30 / 1425.00 1 .624 1 ,020 / 62366.5 1 -.01 .009 
I 
dpv' 1 .30 1 1425.00 1 .624 1 .020 I 62366.5 1 -.01 1 ,009 
Baseline ( .40 / 1425.00 ( 0.000 0.000 1 82262.4 ( 0.00 1 ,008 
Table 0 - 2  


































































































































































































































dp' .50 1 1425.00 / .371 1 ,020 1 101726.8 1 -.I8 1 ,009 
1425.00 
dr dr' 1425.00 




Baseline .60 1425.00 0.000 0.000 121 181.8 0.00 .008 
dpv' .50 






.05 1 ,029 
.15 1 -.012 


























































K 1 .60 
Baseline 1 .70 
a i .70 
dp' .70 1 1425.00 / .371 1 .020 1 139938.0 / -.I5 1 ,008 
dr' .70 
dpv' / -70 / 1425.00 1 .624 1 .020 1 140132.1 / -.01 1 ,008 

























0.00 , .008 - 
-.02 .013 
.15 -.012 






































































.200 / ,020 
r 1 .30 
























































































































































- - - 
Baseline . 4 0  / 2137.50 1 0.000 1 0.000 
dr' 1 .40 / 2137.50 1 .810 1 .020 
dp' 1 .40 2137.50 1 .371 1 ,020 
dpv -40 1 2137.50 1 .624 1 .020 
Table 0 - 2  D2-13 
Table 0 - 2  
Baseline 1 -60 / 2137.50 1 0.000 1 0.000 
dr' .60 1 2137.50 .810 1 .020 
dp' 1 .60 1 2137.50 .371 1 .020 
dpv .60 1 2137.50 1 .624 1 ,020 1 181995.9 1 -.01 1 .013 
Table 0 - 2  D2- 15 
Baseline 
a 



























-.I6 .O 17 
dpv' 1 .70 / 2137.50 1 .624 .020 1 210792.1 / -.01 1 .012 
I I I 1 I I I 
Baseline .30 2850.00 0.000 0.000 124929.5 0.00 .O 17 
able 0 - 2  D2- 17 






.30 / 2850.00 



















































PP ' 1 .30 , 
































































































































































1 I I I I I I 
dr' -40 1 2850.00 .810 ,020 165349.9 .09 -.003 
dp' 1 .40 12850.00 I .371 1 ,020 1164647.21 -.33 1 ,017 
dpv' 1 .40 / 2850.00 1 .624 1 .020 1 164846.7 / -.21 1 .017 
Baseline 1 .50 I 2850.00 1 0.000 1 0.000 1 204360.7 1 0.00 1 ,017 





























































































































































































































K .50 2850.00 2850.000 285.000 204287.7 -.04 .O 16 
Baseline .60 2850.00 0.000 1 0.000 243128.7 0.00 .O 17 
dr' -60 2850.00 -8 10 .020 243343.7 .09 -.003 
dp' 1 .60 
dpv 1 .60 
dpv' 1 -60 
able 0 - 2  D2-2 1 






























































































































































































































Table 0 - 2  

